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Recent experiments suggest that Bi impurities segregate to form bilayer films on Ni and Cu grain boundaries
(GBs) but do not segregate in Fe. To explain these phenomena, we study the total energies of Bi films on
transition-metal (TM) 3(111) and 5(012) GBs using density functional theory. Our results agree with the
observed stabilities. We propose a model to predict Bi bilayer stability at Ni GBs which suggests that Bi bilayer is
not stable on (111) twist CSL GBs but is stable in most (100) twist CSL GBs. We investigate the interaction and
bonding character between Bi and TMs to explain the differences among TMs based on localization of orbitals
and magnetism, as well as evaluating the contribution of interfacial phonons at high temperature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.90.144102

PACS number(s): 62.20.mj, 61.72.Mm, 71.20.Be, 73.61.At

I. INTRODUCTION

Segregation at grain boundaries (GBs) affects various properties of polycrystals such as grain growth [1,2], liquid metal
embrittlement (LME) [3,4], and corrosion [5,6]. However, the
exact segregated structures, and hence the underlying mechanisms at atomic level, are far from being fully revealed. As a
generalization of Gibbs’ definition of phase, the new concept
“complexion” was proposed to describe thermodynamically
stable interfacial structures [7,8].
Recently, Dillon-Harmer complexions [9,10] were discovered in metallic systems Bi-Ni [11] and Bi-Cu [12], which
could possibly explain the long standing puzzle of LME. In
these experiments, Bi formed bilayer films ubiquitously in
Ni at general orientation GBs around the penetration tip. In
contrast, a clean low energy Ni grain boundary was found. Bi
also formed bilayer films at Cu GBs around the penetration
tip. However, the bilayer films were only observed close to the
tip than at Ni GBs indicating bilayer films were stable over a
much narrower Bi chemical potential window. Similar to Ni,
Bi did not segregate at low energy Cu GBs. A study of Fe
revealed no Bi films [13].
A recent theoretical study [14] of Bi at Ni and Cu(111) twist
and 5(310) GBs found the Bi bilayer enthalpy of formation
on 5(310) is negative, which indicates thermodynamic
stability, while on (111) twist GBs it is positive. The authors
proposed that bilayers are more stable than monolayers based
on interaction strength between Bi and Ni layers and an electric
dipole generated in the Bi bilayer on (111) twist GB. However,
neither the origin of different segregation behavior of Bi on
Ni compared with Cu, nor the relative stability of bilayer and
trilayer films, was discussed. Moreover, a detailed study of the
film structure, registry, and bonding character is needed.
In this paper, we present a first-principles study of Bi films
on low energy 3(111) and high energy 5(210) transition
metal GBs. Our study explains bilayer film formation on Ni
and Cu high energy GBs and its absence on Fe GBs (see
Appendix 1 for Fe). Moreover, we discover a nonmonotonic
trend of Bi bilayer stability at 3d transition metals Co, Ni,
and Cu. We explain this trend based on competing effects
of orbital localization and magnetization, and confirm this
analysis with crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP)
[15,16] calculations. By exploiting the weak Bi interlayer
interaction, we propose a model that can be used to predict
1098-0121/2014/90(14)/144102(6)

Bi bilayer stability on various Ni GBs with relatively simple
surface calculations. We discuss the temperature effect and the
effect of Bi bilayer on embrittlement.
II. METHODS

Our calculation methods are similar to our study of Bi
on Ni(111) [17], namely PAW potentials [18,19] in the PBE
[20] generalized gradient approximation with default energy
cutoffs using VASP [21,22]. To find stable structure at GBs, we
first study Bi structures on free surfaces. For Bi on TM(111)
and (120), we construct models based on four and six metal
layers normal to the surface respectively with Bi films on one
side. We choose the 3(111) twist and the 5(012) tilt GBs as
representative low energy and high energy GBs, respectively.
3(111) is formed by cleaving the bulk along the (111) plane,
rotating one grain around [111] by 60◦ , and rejoining the two
parts [23]. 5(012) is formed by cleaving the bulk along the
(012) plane, rotating one grain around [100] by 53.1◦ , and
rejoining the two parts after removing overlapping atoms (see
Fig. 1).
For Bi on 3(111) GBs we stack six layers of metal with
periodic boundary conditions and rotate three layers relative
to the other three, thus creating the GBs. Then we insert our Bi
film at one GB, leaving the other bare. To reduce computational
complexity, the segregated structures at 5(012) GBs are
calculated with six layers TM at each side of the Bi films
and terminated by bare TM surfaces with vacuum at both
sides. Convergence with respect to the number of Ni layers is
documented in Appendix 2. The 5(120) GB plane is shown in
Fig. 1. Later on, we refer to the blue solid cell as (1 × 1), green
dashed cell as (3 × 1), and cyan dash-dotted cell as (1 × 4). To
analyze interaction strength and bonding character, we perform
COHP calculations which evaluate matrix elements of the total
energy between pairs of atomic orbitals on neighboring atoms.
The differential (dCOHP) reveals the bonding and antibonding
orbitals, while the integral up to the Fermi energy (iCOHP)
measures the bond strength.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Film stability

Our calculated GB energies EGB are shown in Table I, and
agree well with prior literature.
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For Bi on the Ni(111) surface, we found a four-atom Bi
monolayer on a (3 × 3) surface cell is stable over a wide
Bi chemical potential [17], and the same holds true for Co. For
Bi on the Cu(111) surface, two-atom Bi monolayer on a [2012]
cell is stable, which agrees with experimental observation [27].
On TM(120) surfaces, Bi sitting on the valley sites of (1 × 1)
cells [28] are stable over a wide range of chemical potential.
We then study various Bi films at GBs. To compare the
stability of these films, we calculate the enthalpy of formation,
which is defined as


TM
Bi
H /A = Etot − Eslab
(1)
− Ebulk
NBi /A,
where Etot is the energy of a TM slab containing GB segregated
TM
is the energy of a TM slab containing a bare GB,
by Bi, Eslab
Bi
Ebulk is the Bi bulk energy, and A is the GB area. Figure 2 shows
our enthalpies of formation. On the low energy 3(111) GBs,
the enthalpies of Bi film formation are all large and positive,
which suggests that Bi does not form stable films at these GBs.
This is expected since the 3(111) GB differ from bulk only
by a low energy stacking fault. It is energetically unfavorable
to cut the strong bulklike metal bonds and replace them by
bonds with Bi. These results agree with the experimental
observation [11,12] of bare Ni and Cu low energy GBs near
the Bi penetration tip. At the high energy 5(120) GB, H is
reduced for all TM. At Co 5(120) GB, H remains positive
suggesting all films are unstable. For Ni, all Bi films have
TABLE I. GB energies; units are eV/Å2 . The energy conversion
2
factor is 1 eV/Å = 16 J/m2 . Values from other studies are in
parentheses. Note the Co 3(111) GB energy is negative because
the T = 0 K state is HCP rather than the high-T FCC that we choose
to compare with.

 3(111)
 5(120)

Co
−0.0016
0.080

1
3

-100
0

-10
-10

FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: side view of our 5(012) GB. The
black cell is our unit cell. The dashed green lines are GB planes.
Right: top view of 5(012) GB plane. Three layers of atoms are
shown. The black solid cell is the orthorhombic unit cell we use
to calculate 5(012) GB energies. Atom size indicates depth (large
below small). Units are Å.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Enthalpies of Bi films at 3(111) and
5(012) GBs. Solid lines connect Bi films on 3(111) GBs. Films of
1–3 layer thickness (labeled 1–3) have 4 Bi atoms per layer while the
four-layer films contain 4 Bi atoms per layer in layers adjacent to Ni
but 3 Bi per layer in the middle two layers [17] for Ni and Co. Films
for Cu have 2 Bi per layer. Dashed lines connect Bi films in (1 × 1)
cells of 5(120) GBs. Red, green, and blue colors indicate Co, Ni,
and Cu, respectively. Square points (labeled as 3 ) stand for trilayer
films in (3 × 1) cells of 5(120) GBs with denser middle layer [4 Bi
in (3 × 1) cell]. Diamond points (labeled as 4 ) stand for four layer
films in (1 × 4) cells of 5(012) GBs with the in-plane density of the
middle bilayer similar to bulk Bi [3 Bi in a (1 × 4) cell].

negative H , which means Bi penetration is favorable for
all these films. Moreover, bilayer Bi is most favorable, with
lower enthalpy of formation than monolayer and trilayer. For
Cu, Bi monolayer and bilayer film have negative enthalpies of
formation. The bilayer preference is less pronounced than on
Ni. Overall, the enthalpy of formation is less negative on Cu
than on Ni, which indicates interfacial films are less favorable
in the case of Cu.
To further illustrate the stability of Bi films at 5(120)
GBs, we calculate the GB free energy. From equilibrium
thermodynamics, the most stable structure at a certain Bi
chemical potential minimizes the GB free energy γ [29],
γ = [H − μBi NBi ]/A,

(2)

Bi
where μBi ≡ μBi − Ebulk
is the Bi relative chemical potential. Note that μBi = 0 corresponds to the chemical potential
of bulk Bi.
As shown in Fig. 3, the stable sequence at Co 5(120)
GB goes from a bare GB plane directly to an infinite height
bulklike film at μBi = 0 eV. In contrast, a Bi bilayer film
is stable for −0.37 < μBi < 0 eV on Ni 5(120) GB and
for −0.067 < μBi < 0 eV on Cu 5(120) GB. Bi films are
thus not stable on Co 5(120) GB. Moreover, the bilayer
films are stable over a much wider chemical potential window
on Ni than Cu 5(120) GB, which is consistent with the
experimental observations [11,12].
Studying other bilayer films with different registry and coverage, it turns out the valley site of a missing Ni atom is a strong
Bi adsorption site. For structures with Bi density smaller than
the (1 × 1) film, all Bi atoms relax into valley sites. The (1 × 1)
film (see Fig. 4) is more stable than these films due to the
energy gain by putting more Bi at the remaining empty valley
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TABLE II. Calculated input quantities for the enthalpy model [Eq.
min
(3)]. Predicted EGB
values for GB with the same surface plane (i.e.,
a = b) at two sides. The energy units are eV/Å2 . The Bi monolayer
structure on Ni(100) surface is the c(2 × 2) structure as observed in
experiment [30].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) GB free energy of Bi films at Co, Ni, Cu
5(120) GBs, respectively, top to bottom. The black solid lines stand
for bare GBs, while the black dashed lines stand for infinite bulklike
Bi films. Other lines are for different Bi films, with stable bilayer
labeled.

sites. With Bi density larger than the (1 × 1) film, Bi atoms
in each layer bond with each other in the unfavorable metallic
form and also leave some empty valley sites which weakens
the bonds with Ni. Both these effects destabilize such films.
Trilayer films are unfavorable at all GBs, again because of
the bonding character of Bi. Bulk Bi has the common α-As
group-V semimetal (strukturbericht A7, Pearson hR2) with
rhombohedral space group R 3̄m forming a bilayer structure.
Each Bi atom has strong covalent bonds with three intrabilayer
neighbors at the distance of 3.1 Å and bonds weakly with three
interbilayer neighbors at 3.5 Å. The trilayer films contain a
chemically adsorbed monolayer on each side of the GB plus
a monolayer of atoms in between that forms metallic bonds.
The four layer structure has a bilayer film similar to the bulk
structure between the strong adsorbed monolayer films. Thus
bilayer films and four layer films are more favorable than
trilayer films. The observed trilayer Bi film at Ni GB near
the penetration tip is thus indeed predicted to be a metastable
structure as inferred in Ref. [11].
B. Thermodynamic model

The Bi interlayer interaction is weak in the bilayer films
at both Ni 3(111) and 5(120) GBs, with bond lengths

5

Ni
Bi

0

around 3.9 Å and 4.2 Å, respectively, which are larger than
the weak Bi-Bi metallic bond. In experiment, the observed
Bi layer spacing is 3.9 ± 0.6 Å. Based on these observations,
we propose a model to calculate the enthalpy of formation
of Bi bilayer at Ni GBs with bare GB energies and surface
adsorptions, by neglecting the Bi interlayer interaction,


a
a
b
b
A + Esurf
A − EGB ,
+ HML
+ HML
H /A ≈ Esurf
(3)
a
b
and Esurf
are the surface energies of Ni surfaces a
where Esurf
a
b
and HML
are the
and b adjacent to the GB plane and HML
enthalpies of formation of Bi monolayers on Ni surfaces a and
b. The first four terms represent the excess energy per area with
bilayer intercalation. EGB is the excess energy per area without
min
intercalation. The values are shown in Table II. We define EGB
as the minimum energy of GB consisting of surfaces a and b
such that formation of Bi bilayer is energetically favorable,
i.e., for which H /A  0. Hence


min
a
a
b
b
A + Esurf
A.
(4)
≈ Esurf
+ HML
+ HML
EGB

Results of this model are given in Table III.
The enthalpies of formation from model predictions
(H model ) and direct calculations (H calc ) are within
TABLE III. Model and calculated Ni GB energies and Bi bilayer
enthalpies of formation at different Ni GBs. Work of separation for
bare and Bi bilayer segregated GBs is shown on the right. The energy
units are eV/Å2 . The 7(111) GB is made by twisting the one side
of bulk Ni by 21.8o around the [111] axis with (111) as GB plane.
The resulting GB cell is [3-112] as defined in [31] on which Bi favors
three atoms per layer. The 5(100) GB is made by twisting one side
of bulk Ni by 36.9◦ around the [001] axis with (001) as GB plane. The
general GB (111)/(100) is constructed with a = (111) and b = (100)
planes with a (3 × 3) surface cell at the a side and a [2-213] surface
cell (following the notation of [31]) at the b side. Unlike the CSL GBs,
this general GB H calc is greater than H model due to strain of the Ni
cells (around 5%). This artificial strain introduced by forcing the two
weakly interacting grains to share a common small cell makes the
direct calculation inaccurate.
GB
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Relaxed bilayer Bi films at (1 × 1) cell of
Ni 5(120) GB. Only Ni atoms close to Bi are shown. Atom size
indicates depth (large below small). Units are Å.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Grain boundary energies calculated by
DFT compared with the embedded atom method (EAM) for Ni and
Cu. The EAM data is taken from [32]. Numbers shown in the figure
are the  values of those CSL GBs. For both metals, the results show
similar trends and differ by less than 0.005 eV/Å2 .

0.01 eV/Å2 , and slightly exceed the direct calculations
because we neglect the interaction between Bi bilayers which
lower the total energy. This model thus accurately predicts Bi
bilayer enthalpies of formation, while being easier to calculate
than direct Bi at Ni GBs.
Approximate energies for many bare GBs can be obtained
from embedded atom method (EAM) calculations [33]. Direct
comparison between DFT and EAM bare GB energies is shown
in Fig. 5. The differences are small and within 0.005 eV/ Å2 ,
and thus do not strongly effect the model prediction. Based
on the EAM bare GBs, our model predicts that Bi bilayer
enthalpies of formation are positive on all Ni(111) CSL twist
GBs, but are negative on (100) CSL twist GBs for rotation
angles between 10◦ and 45◦ . Moreover, for GBs with different
adjacent surfaces (i.e., a = b) that are not commensurate
with each other, model predictions that avoid artificial strain
might be more accurate than affordable direct calculations.
An example is shown in Table III. This model could easily
be generalized to other polycrystalline materials providing the
interlayer interaction of segregated films is small.
C. Embrittlement and differences among TMs

Ni GBs are severely embrittled by Bi bilayer segregation. In
Table III, we show the work of separation (defined as Wsep =
2Esurf − EGB , the work needed to separate the GB [34]) at
several bare and Bi segregated GBs. In all these GBs, Wsep is
reduced by more than 95% due to the weak interaction between
Bi layers [14].
TABLE IV. (012) surface energy, Bi monolayer enthalpies of
formation, integrated COHP (iCOHP) energies of Bi-TM bond, TMTM bond near to Bi (a), and TM-TM bond away from impurities (b).
The energy units are eV/bond for the iCOHP energies.
Co
Co
Ni
Ni
(nonmag) (mag) (nonmag) (mag)
Esurf (eV/Å2 )
H (eV/Å2 )
iCOHP(Bi-TM)
iCOHP(TM-TM)a
iCOHP(TM-TM)b

0.193
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−1.75
−1.38
−1.17
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Differential COHP of metal-metal interaction in the bulk and near to Bi. Negative is bonding while positive
is antibonding. The Ni and Co results are the summation of two spin
components. The dashed green line is the x axis. The zero in x axis
is the Fermi energy.

The differences of Bi interactions among these three
transition metal GBs can be understood with a combination
of localization of TM electron orbitals and magnetism. With
increasing of atomic number from Co to Ni and to Cu, the
3d orbital becomes more localized, and thus the interactions
between TMs and with Bi decreases. For example, shown in
Table IV the (012) surface energies Esurf and Bi monolayer
H /A on (012) surface diminish for Co, Ni, and Cu,
respectively, in nonmagnetic calculation. With magnetism, Co
and Ni(012) Esurf decrease further due to increasing surface
magnetic moment. The remaining greater Co surface energy
due to stronger interaction between less localized orbitals
makes the Co GBs harder to separate.
Values of iCOHP measure bond strength. The Bi-Co bond
at surface is weaker than Bi-Ni when magnetism is included
(see Table IV) due to the fact that Bi is nonmagnetic and
quenches the TM surface magnetic moments. All of these
effects are greater at the Co surface than Ni due to Co’s
larger surface magnetic moments, 1.93μB /atom compared
with 0.78μB /atom for Ni. This leads to a greater increase
in Bi H /A on Co(012) than Ni(012) surface, compared with
the nonmagnetic case. This effect is also manifested from our
COHP calculation that the Bi-Co bond is weakened by 0.12
eV, while Bi-Ni bond is weakened only by 0.02 eV due to
magnetism. Thus Bi monolayers on Co(012) surface and Bi
bilayers on Co 5(012) GB are less favorable to form than
on Ni due to the stronger interaction between Co atoms than
between Ni atoms resulting from greater localization of 3d
electrons on Ni, and weaker interaction between Bi and Co
than between Bi and Ni, due to magnetism.
Apart from weaker interaction of Bi with Cu than with Ni,
the Bi bilayer is less favorable on Cu than on Ni, since Bi
gives electrons to Cu, increasing the filling of Cu d states.
This leads to stronger d orbital antibonding among Cu atoms
close to Bi rather than s orbital antibonding as is inferred in
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TABLE V. F (T )/A of Bi bilayer at TM GBs; units are eV/Å2 .
Values in parentheses are H /A.
Ni

Cu

0.089(0.099)
0.012(0.004)

0.037(0.045)
−0.043(−0.054)

0.030(0.040)
−0.005(−0.009)

[35]. Our COHP calculation results are shown in Fig. 6 (note
that for Cu, unlike Co and Ni, antibonding states lie below
bonding states at the equilibrium lattice constant). The Ni-Ni
and Co-Co bonds close to Bi however are stronger than in the
bulk, where no antibonds appear.
D. Vibrational free energies

To incorporate the vibrational free energy we add Fvib to
H , where the vibrational free energy Fvib is calculated
from the phonon density of states within the harmonic
approximation [36] by integrating over the contribution of
all independent phonon modes. For a single phonon mode
with vibrational frequency ω, the vibrational free energy is
kB T ln[2 sinh(ω/2kB T )]. The full vibrational free energy is

g(ω)ln[2 sinh(ω/2kB T )]dω. (5)
Fvib (T ) = kB T
The phonon density of states g(ω) is calculated by employing
the force constant method for phonon calculations with
a similar method to [37]. In our study, we calculate the
vibrational free energy of the Bi atoms while keeping the TM
atoms fixed. The change of vibrational free energy by mixing
can be calculated by
 Bi film

Bi bulk
Fvib (T )/A = Fvib
(T ) − Fvib
(T ) A,
(6)
Bi film
where the Fvib
is the total vibrational free energy of Bi
Bi bulk
bilayer at TM grain, and Fvib
is the vibrational free energy
of Bi in bulk form. The total change of free energy by mixing
is thus

F (T )/A = [H + Fvib (T )]/A.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Side view (left) of relaxed Bi bilayer at Fe
5(012) GB and top view (right) of Bi monolayer on one side of the
GB plane. The cyan cell is the Fe GB unit cell; the green cell is the
Bi segregated GB unit cell. Atom size indicates depth (large below
small). Length units are in Å.

thermodynamically stable on (111) twist CSL GBs but should
be stable in most (100) twist CSL GBs.
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APPENDIX
1. Bi bilayer on Fe 5(012) GB

We calculated Bi bilayer enthalpy on Fe 5(012), a high
energy GB which is created by cleaving the BCC bulk along
the (012) plane and rotating one grain around [001] by 53.1◦
and rejoining the two parts. Our calculated GB energy is 0.098
eV/Å2 , close to the GB energy 0.104 eV/Å2 of the lowest
0

12 layer Ni
14 layer Ni
16 layer Ni
20 layer Ni

-10

(7)

The results of Bi bilayer at TM GBs are shown in Table V.
Vibrations leave the sign of H unchanged for these GBs.
IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied Bi segregation at Co, Ni,
and Cu low energy 3(111) and high energy 5(120) GBs
using density functional theory. Our results reproduce the
experimental result that Bi does not form film at all Fe GBs but
forms a bilayer film ubiquitously at Ni high energy GBs, and in
a much narrower chemical potential window at Cu high energy
GB. The difference between these metals can be explained by
the localization of 3d orbitals and also the loss of magnetism
near the GB of Co (and presumably Fe). Moreover, Bi on Cu
GB also increases the strength of antibonding, as confirmed by
COHP calculation. We propose a model to predict the stability
of Bi bilayer at various Ni GBs. Combining with the EAM GB
energies from Ref. [33], the model suggests Bi bilayer is not

Fe
Bi

5

2

 3(111)
 5(120)

Co

Fe
Bi

ΔH/A [meVÅ ]

GB

10

-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
-70

1
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3

4

Bi layers

FIG. 8. (Color online) Convergence with respect to the number
of Ni layers in calculation of Bi bilayer at Ni 5(210) GB. H
oscillates for different slab thickness due to the quantum size effect
[39] which is less than 0.005 eV/ Å2 for 1, 2, and 4 layer Bi films.
For the trilayer Bi film, the oscillation is exaggerated by the fact that
the trilayer structure is not stable. The 12 layer Ni slab is thus thick
enough for our study that concentrates on monolayer and bilayer
films.
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energy structure in the literature [38]. We first studied Bi
monolayers on Fe (012) surfaces and then calculated bilayer
films on the GB with the stable surface structure at two sides
of the GB plane. We used 10 layers of Fe at each side of
the Bi film. The relaxed structure is shown in Fig. 7. The
lowest H /A is +0.017 eV/Å2 and including vabriations as
in Eqs. (5) and (7) the F /A is +0.016 eV/Å2 at 1000 K for

Figure 8 depicts convergence with respect to the number of
Ni layers.
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